Tattoo Vanish Method Launches International Directory of Tattoo Removal Technicians

One of the nation’s leading tattoo removal companies has developed a comprehensive directory of tattoo removal technicians across the world.

HIALEAH, Fla. (PRWEB) February 01, 2019 -- To provide people around the world who are considering tattoo removal, Miami-based Tattoo Vanish Method, LLC has launched an international directory of tattoo removal technicians.

“In addition to being the number one tattoo removal method in the United States, Tattoo Vanish has taken the industry, as well as the rest of the world, by storm,” said Barbara Gonzalez, spokesperson for Tattoo Vanish Method LLC. “Although we haven’t quite reached everyone in the world just yet, we have technicians in Canada, Norway, Ireland, Kazakhstan, Australia, and South Africa, and we’re certifying technicians in more countries all of the time.”

Barbara explained that to access the directory, individuals simply click their country on the map listed on its website, and receive a list of all of the available tattoo removal technicians near them.

The Tattoo Vanish Method, according to Barbara, is a unique, all-natural method for removing tattoos, and best of all, it gets the job done effectively and in fewer treatments than laser tattoo removal, and for a more affordable price.

“The bottom line is that no other method compares to Tattoo Vanish in the United States and around the world, but finding a technician who can perform this method isn’t quite as easy as checking the yellow pages,” Barbara stressed, before adding, “Luckily though, we’re here to help. Our professionally trained and certified technicians are located throughout the United States and the world, and we’re here to help you find one. We work hard to ensure that people throughout the world can utilize this one-of-a-kind tattoo removal method.”

For more information, please visit: tattoovanishmethod.com/best-tattoo-removal-method

About Tattoo Vanish Method, LLC

Tattoo Vanish Method empowers you with the world's first, all-natural tattoo removal procedure. Unlike other tattoo removal methods, Tattoo Vanish is far less painful and less expensive than laser. While there are other non-laser methods available, Tattoo Vanish is the only original all-natural (no acids, non-toxic) product and procedure available.
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